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                       APPENDIX 1 

 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 

 

Material Locations on board Hazardous Properties Legislation 
 
Asbestos 

 
Thermal and sound 
insulation. Used as 
lagging, especially in 
engine room. Now 
largely replaced by 
rockwool.1 

 
Airborne particles may 
remain in suspension for a 
long time. They accumulate 
in lungs causing cancer,  
asbestosis and 
mesothelioma. Symptoms 
may not show up until 
many years after exposure.  
 

 
USA use banned 1989, EU 
Directive 87/217/EEC.2 Use in 
ships banned by SOLAS 
Chapter II amendment 2000 

 
Polychlorinated 
biphenyls -PCB 

 
In a wide range of 
materials, including cable 
insulation, transformers, 
capacitators, switches, 
some paints, pumps, 
cranes etc. 

 
Carcogenic, bioaccumulate. 
Associated with cancer, 
liver, neurological and 
immune system damage. 
Absorbed through skin, 
inhaled or digested. 3 

 
Production halted in USA 
1979 and in Europe from 
1978. Trade regulated by 1998 
Rotterdam Convention 4and 
2001 Stockholm Convention.5 
Defined as hazardous under 
Basel Convention 19 896 
 

 
Heavy metal – 
lead 

 
Paints, cabling, batteries, 
motors and generators 

 
Damage to neurological 
system, hearing, vision, 
reproductive system, blood 
vessels, kidneys and heart. 
Particularly hazardous to 
children’s physical and 
neurological development. 
 

 

 
1  Asbestos containing materials (ACM) - as distinct from simple asbestos - is any material that contains 
more than 1% asbestos. ACMs were widely used in the construction of vessels beginning in the 1870s and 
continuing through the early 1980s. There are three types of ACMs: 

- Thermal system insulation; ACM applied to pipes, fittings, boilers, tanks, ducts, or other HVAC 
(heating, ventilation and air conditioning) components to prevent heat loss or gain. 

- Surfacing material; ACM that is sprayed-on, troweled-on, or otherwise applied to surfaces, such 
as acoustical plaster and fireproofing materials on structural members, or other materials on 
surfaces for acoustical, decorative, fireproofing, or other purposes. 

- Miscellaneous materials; all other ACM, including but not limited to, acoustical ceiling tile, 
resilient floor tile and coverings, concrete pies, siding, and roofing materials.  

2 Directive on the Prevention and Reduction of Environmental Pollution by Asbestos 87/217/EEC. 
3 The common practice of burning wastes containing PCBs and PVC on the beaches releases highly toxic 
emissions of dioxins and dibenzofurane. 
4 1998 Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals 
and Pesticides in International Trade. Entered into force 24.2.2004. 
5 2001 Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs). Entered into force 17.5.2004.  
6 In concentrations  of 50 mg/kg or more. 



 

 
 
Heavy metal 
– mercury 

 
Light fittings, luminescent 
lamps, switches, 
thermometers. 

 
Toxic, bioaccumulative, 
affects nervous system. 
Consumption of 
contaminated fish is an 
important exposure route. 
 

 

 
Oil and fuel 
(including 
hydraulic and 
lubricating 
oils, engine 
oil and 
grease) 

 
Bunkers, bilges, fuel 
systems and engine room 
generally. 

 
Poisonous through 
inhalation or consumption 
of contaminated water or 
fish. Risk of fire and 
explosion.7 
 

 

 
Tributyl Tin 
– TBT (and 
other 
organatins) 

 
Used in anti-fouling 
paints since 1970s. 

 
Highly toxic to both human 
and aquatic environments. 
Skin, eye and lung 
protection mandatory in 
industrialized nations. 
 

 
Convention on Control of 
Harmful Anti-fouling Systems 
For Ships  - total ban on use by 
2008. 

 
Bilge water 

 
Accumulated stagnant 
water in bilges, likely to 
contain a range of 
pollutants – oil, inorganic 
salt, heavy metals etc. 
 

  

 
Ballast water 

 
Fresh or salt water taken 
on board ballast tanks to 
adjust ship’s trim and 
stability. Quantity may be 
high when ship sent 
empty to breakers. 
 

 
May contain bacteria and 
viruses, also persistent 
invasive organisms and 
sediments. 

 
Convention for the Control and 
Management of Ships’ Ballast 
Water and Sediments 2004 – 
not yet in force.8 

 
Polyvinyl 
chloride - 
PVC 

 
In many materials, 
including plastics, cable 
coatings, floor coverings 

 
May induce cancers, 
asthma, impairment to 
human reproduction 
systems. Burning generates 
carbon monoxide, and 
highly toxic dioxins and 
furans etc. Burial can 
release chemicals to 
groundwater. 
 

 

 
7 Failure to gas-free ships prior to hot work has caused frequent fires and explosions. Dangerous especially 
in Bangladesh, where gas-free certification requirements lax. 
8 Numerous treatment systems are currently undergoing development and approval trials.  



 
 
Radioactive 
materials 

 
Low levels in smoke 
detectors, emergency 
signs etc. 

 
Ionizing radiation can cause 
cancer and damage to 
genetic materials. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

INTERVIEW NOTES 
 

A series of interviews was undertaken with various interested parties who represented 

differing aspects of the shipping and shipbreaking industries, as well as those involved in 

the development and enforcement of legislation. The interviews were not intended to be in-

depth discussions regarding the provisions of either existing or new legislation, but were 

intended merely to inform the Thesis on the roles and expectations of the individuals 

concerned. The main points of each interview are given below and in the sequence of 

occurrence – the notes are not intended to be a verbatim transcript. 

 

Specific areas and questions were identified for each interview, (including questions on 

some of the case studies in Chapter 6) and the format largely followed the lines of these 

prepared questions. At times, however, the individuals were also encouraged to follow 

their own lines of discussion. References to comments by the interviewees are used 

throughout the Thesis and are indicated as such within the main text or footnotes. The 

statements in italics are the author’s questions or own comments on specific points, entered 

after the interview, bold font is merely used for emphasis. Individuals have not been 

identified by name in these notes. For more details on the process of the interviews, see 

Chapter 1. 

 
 

INTERVIEW 1.  – with IMO representative. Held at the IMO, London, 1 Dec. 2009. 

 

• Much work needs to be done at Basel in the next two years on the subject of equivalence 

with the HKC to avoid duplication between the two conventions. The hope is to remove 

ships from the scope of the Basel Convention, which is a big issue for the IMO. May 2010 

Basel is to set the criteria for equivalence.  Copies of the first 3 submissions to the IMO 

(from the EU, Canada, Shipbreaking Platform) relating to equivalence were  provided by 

IMO.  

• In October 2011, the Basel Conference of Parties is to decide on equivalence. If it is 

decided that there is no equivalence then the two conventions are addressing the same 



problems. See Vienna Convention for conflict between treaties – if conflict applies to some 

issues then the Vienna Convention usually says that the latest applies. 

• Not all ships are included under the HKC – state owned ships and those under 500gt. These 

will still be under Basel.(How if Basel not applicable ??) Government ships have 

sovereignty immunity unless they are involved with commercial operations. 

• USA wanted bilateral agreements between HKC parties and non-parties – the issue was 

narrowly defeated despite much pressure from US. Same text had been included in Basel 

and largely obviates need for treaty. 

• Work now focussing on the provision of guidelines to accompany the HKC. Guidelines on 

Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM) have been adopted. Work is currently under way 

on guidelines for Ship Recycling Facilities (SRF). Inspectors of SRF will be own 

governments.  

• The HKC must meet the needs of the industry and not vice-versa. 

A cash buyer can put on board a new crew, a new flag and obtain a temporary certificate 

for just 1 voyage, but once in the waters of the breaker’s beach (but not owned by the 

breaker) the cash buyer does not need a flag for his ship, which is then outside all 

conventions. The only way to stop their breaking is the absence of a valid IHM.  Liability 

issue.  Big lacuna – any ship can be taken to any yard that will accept it and buyer does 

not need to raise a flag. 

• A ship can only be stopped from breaking at an approved SRF if it has no IHM. 

Art3.4 no favourable treatment for non-party ships i.e. they cannot escape expenses paid by 

regular ships – port states can demand IHM even if the ship does not belong to a party – 

this makes sure all ships meet the Convention requirements. 

• Many ships are abandoned – this is not likely to change. 

• None of the controls within the HKC can by-pass national sovereignty. 

• Not just 600-800 ships go to the breakers annually, but probably 1500 (of all sizes). They 

cannot all be towed. 

• Funding is a multi-faceted issue.  Funding ship disposal is not like funding cars or 

refrigerator disposal. Any monies gathered are likely to be aimed at the shipowners, not the 

SRF. 

• COWI’s 3 proposals for collecting monies: 



1. environmental charge on newly built vessels 

2. recurring charges on the shipping industry 

3. levy on ships visiting EU ports (beware of diverting trade elsewhere) 

Go for the 3rd option and issue collected monies to shipowners who have a “good” Ship 

Recycling Certificate (SRC) i.e. for a SRF with recognised good standards. 

Milieu Ltd. & COWI, 2009 ‘Study in relation to options for new initiatives regarding 

dismantling of ships. Note on ship dismantling fund. Pros and cons of the three options.’ 

• What is a good yard and who evaluates this?  Funding appears to be aimed at encouraging 

good European yards and not to bring Indian yards up to standard (this comment is not 

really in line with EU statements). The EU may not want to stop ships being sent to Asia 

but exporting ships there violates EU waste export law. 

• Case of Platinum II (ex Independence) a big issue. The ship escaped from the US under 

TOSCA. (US really did not want it back). A legal case that was settled out of court. The 

ship subsequently arrived at Alang and is a major problem/issue. 

• Q. Why has there been little input from the recycling countries? Poorer countries tend not 

to contribute to the subject – lack of confidence? There are key countries – China and India 

need to ratify the HKC, then Bangladesh, Pakistan and Turkey. Also problem of recycling 

capacity.  

• China and Japan have a positive approach to and could help reach the ratifications 

required. Panama and the Bahamas not inclined towards conventions (and they represent a 

large section of the world’s fleet). 

• As well as NGOs, some want big recycling in Europe. The Convention needs the big 4, 

(India, Bangladesh, China, Pakistan) who take 97% of ships. If China and India sign, then 

the 3rd condition for implementation is met. 

• Lacuna in Basel makes it unworkable but it just makes HKC more difficult. The HKC will 

still work to some extent if not fully implemented. 

• What happened to the Bangladesh High Court deadline on breakers meeting full 

environmental standards? The matter was appealed and then repealed. 

• Do not confuse Alang with Chittagong. Big steps are being made in India and Bangladesh 

remains very basic. A training centre has been established at Alang, while Bangladesh 

remains at the bottom of the list in terms of bad practices. 



• Only hold we can have over breakers is to have a hold over their clients (the 

shipowners). 

• What about Nederlloyd’s work with Chinese yards to promote good practices?  Nederlloyd 

– now Maersk - has an arrangement with a single recycling company in China and has 

supervision stationed there. It is also involved in helping other companies similarly and 

although applauded by the EU at its presentations, it is actually breaking the law 

exporting waste to a non-OECD country. 

• Will the European WSR will have to be amended when HKC in force?  So far, the HKC has 

only been signed by France, and this subject to ratification. Ships under Basel are not an 

aspect of the BAN amendment, but a late interpretation. The EU, by taking the Basel ship 

argument, has given rise to the problems. 

• For assistance with access to the next MEPC, it was suggested that an approach be made 

via the Comite Maritime International in Antwerp who do nominate people with a legal 

interest. (Access was actually arranged via the MCA - MG) 

• Any identified documents can be provided by the IMO. The MEPC reports are of necessity 

very brief and very polite – do not  reflect in any detail the discussions and arguments  that 

actually took place 

• Shipping is a highly globalised industry and the Convention needs to reflect the 

practicalities of the industry, not v.v. 

  

 

 

INTERVIEW 2.  – with Environment Agency representatives, Winchester, 3 Dec. 

2009. 

 

This interview was with the two environmental officers responsible for the detention of the 

tanker Margaret Hill, the first UK action of its kind, and took place as the ship was about 

to depart, initially to Portland for inspection. Probably one of the more important 

interviews. 

 



• Information on the proposed sailing from Southampton of the LNG tanker Margaret Hill 

(MH) was given by the MCA via DEFRA , to the EA National Office, then to EA Area 

Office, then to the local office at Colden Common (which does not cover Southampton, but 

has several officers who work with the transfrontier waste shipment regulations (TFS)). 

Notice arrived at 16.00 Thursday p.m. and vessel due to sail Friday.  [A letter was sent 

from the Shipbreaking Platform to DEFRA advising of the intended sailing?] 

• The local team is engaged in checking TFS shipments – usually shipping containers for 

export (but also some repatriated containers). 

• No set routines or templates were available to meet the new situation – all existing 

templates referred to shipping containers and all new arrangements had to be bespoke. 

Agency lawyers up to national level were involved in checking the legal issues and a 

signatory of sufficient status (local team leader and above) has to sign Stop Notices. 

• A Stop Notice made under the Environmental Protection Transfrontier Shipment of Waste 

Regulations SI2007/1711 was served on 4 parties – the port authorities, the master, the 

management company, and the current owners (mortgagee - not then named), the latter 

advised that the ship was destined for the sub continent. All recipients were very 

cooperative after some initial lawyer-to-lawyer sessions and the legalities were explained. 

Stop Notices are open-ended until rescinded in writing by the EA.  The notices were not 

expected. 

• The powers of the Agency to stop the vessel were not used previously and their extent 

came as a surprise to some, especially the Harbour Master, who did his own research. 

Powers of the Agency to stop ships are apparently greater than those of the MCA in 

this respect. American lawyers challenged the Agency’s right to stop a US flagged ship, 

but powers relate to any flag, any ship and the owners very surprised that the Agency had 

powers over a foreign flagged vessel.  Discussions followed between the EA and the MCA 

on implications for future partnerships (and notification from the MCA of future issues). 

• The vessel was apparently fit to sail. The Stop Notice was issued on grounds of 

“reasonable cause” to believe that something unacceptable was to happen to the ship. 

Details had to be obtained from the owners and verified (telephone conversations do not 

stand up well in court). No definite proof was available at that stage – it only needs to be a 

belief initially. EA had to work through the night to ensure that copies of the Notice were 



delivered in time to prevent sailing. Once the Notices were served, then discussions could 

follow as to consequences. 

• Subsequent talks with prospective owners indicated that the ship was not to be used as an 

operational gas tanker per se, but was to be converted to gas production purposes (whilst 

still remaining a viable vessel). 

• The EA has no real definition of waste other than something that was about to be, needs to 

be, or has been discarded by the owner. All subsequent enquiries indicated that the ship 

was to be reused, but if it was actually going to the sub-continent to be broken up, then it 

came under the EA’s remit as a waste product. Legislation hangs on the word ‘waste.’ If it 

was still to be used as a ship, although substantially changed, no waste legislation would be 

contravened? 

• The EA has copy of the proposed ship restructuring report, basically compiled by the 

previous owners Margaret Hill LNG, who were now under administration. The current 

owner is a mortgage co., trying to recoup money on its losses by selling the ship for scrap. 

The ship was now to go to Dubai for conversion and the EA had to verify that the yard had 

the technical capabilities and were expecting the ship. (The copy of the restructuring report 

seen appeared to be merely a summary and hardly likely to cover the detailed extent of the 

conversion – MG). 

• In terms of defining a ship as a ship and also as waste (as possible under Basel), the EA 

considered the vessel in its entirety not as a ship but as a pile of waste material (which 

happened to be in a ship shape) that was about to be exported from the UK – the fact that 

it was in the shape of a ship was irrelevant. (This is interesting in that it appears largely to 

get around the problem of is this a ship or waste – consider it only waste, in the shape of a 

ship – MG). 

• The EA had to determine that the buyers had the means to purchase, that there were good 

letters of intent (there was no actual contract), that intentions were both technically 

possible and financially viable and that the new destination could actually carry out the 

work and that measures were in place to carry out the work. They had to be convinced that 

she would sail for the stated destination i.e. Dubai and obtained signed statements from 

Dubai (this after the Stop Notice was issued). (Note – the Blue Lady was also supposedly 

sailing to Dubai for conversion prior to her sudden appearance at Alang - MG). 



• The ship is now ready to sail for Portland for inspection as to seaworthiness after a long 

lay-up (since Sept/Oct 2008?)  and then depart for Dubai, but is restricted from sailing in 

any sea over a sea state 5. Once the weather improves, it will depart, and once out of 

British waters, it is out of EA control. 

• The EA local team has now set the model for this situation and has to write a protocol for 

future occasions. Although legal advice came from on high, the final decision was left with 

the local office. DEFRA just needs to be kept informed. 

• This case also posed a potential political problem, since an earlier occasion when 

shipments of waste to Brazil had to be re-imported to UK at EA expense. The American 

lawyers painted a picture of the EA possibly having to pay a large amount of compensation 

for wrongly detaining the ship or even the cost of repatriating her – this could have 

potentially run to many millions. The EA staff stood their ground. 

• The current economic state and the anticipated high level of single-hulled tanker disposal 

could put a big load on the resources of the EA and it would be difficult to devote the 

same level of resource to another case. The Agency is hoping that this case will send a 

message to the shipping industry that exporting waste ships for scrap from the UK in this 

way is not a viable option. 

• Although the incident made many (trade) papers, it did not attract much local media (or 

academic) attention. The local office would like to publicise the event globally, but 

recognise that they really need to see the vessel alongside at Dubai first.   

 

Summary 

Action against the MH was a totally new venture and had to be taken at great speed, after 

lots of legal examination, before the vessel sailed.  

Although Agency legal advice came from a high level, the final decision was taken at local 

office level. 

This was a first for the UK and the powers of the Agency came as a surprise to all.  

The issue centred on the subject of waste, rather than on a ship. This would seem to be a 

useful line of approach around the Basel controversy of whether a ship is waste or not? 

In any future cases, it might be difficult to find the same resource level, but the EA is 

hoping that the message gets out to the shipping industry. 



 

INTERVIEW  3.  - with independent consultant involved in Shipbreaking Study for 

the World Bank. Held at Ahmedabad, India,  24 Feb 2010 

 

• The study undertaken by the consultant was for the World Bank Report “Reducing 

transboundary pollution from hazardous materials from ship recycling in South Asia” 

started mid 2009 will be in the public domain in a month. Work done mainly on Part 1, 

Market economics 

• India is not thinking about the HKC deeply – their response is likely to be reactive rather 

than proactive (although present at subsequent MEPC meetings at the IMO held to carry 

forward the HKC, India appeared to make little direct contribution - MG). 

• Indian shipbreaking started in Mumbai, but space for expansion is very limited. Gujarat 

sought to promote non-residential investment – Alang fulfilled all the physical 

requirements for shipbreaking. The State government licensed sites very cheaply - 

eventually 170-180 plots available. 

Phase 1 - ships originally imported by the government. In the early 90s, the industry was 

thrown open to private operators. 

Phase II Problems in the main Indian steel state of Punjab made the industry move to 

Bhavnagar (some 50km North of Alang). 

Phase III Breakers became integrated with the rolling operations. 

• Now about 100 companies operating, with multiple ownership. 3 groups: 

1. Very active breakers with multiple plots 15-20 ships/year 

2. Active breakers regularly breaking 14-15 ships 

3. Remainder are casual breakers, operating in good times only. 

• Entry and exit from the industry is very easy - requires low capitalisation and contract 

workers. 

• State govt owns the actual sites. The threshold for entry is now fixed by law to require a 

minimum number of ships to be broken over 3 years. 

• Companies are all family-owned and mid-sized – none are very big or publicly owned. The 

breakers appear opposed to HKC. 



• Ships are imports via: 1. Cash buyers, buying directly for owners and using own crew etc. 

Just 1 in Alang – Sharma 

 2. Non-cash buyers via brokers  

Buying and breaking may be combined, processing the scrap is usually by a separate 

company. 

• There may be issues of traceability of the ship owners. 

• All inspections done at offshore anchorages; 

 Pollution Control Board d – hazmats 

 Federal government agencies for explosives and nuclear 

Distance between anchorage and beach a grey area especially for insurance.  

Clearance not difficult to buy. 

Any unregistered lien passes with vessel to the new owners (shipbreakers) – some breakers 

burned their fingers as they became liable   

• One breaker thinks the government will support the HKC. This is not a priority industry for 

the govt of India– Federal and State governments are not really bothered if the industry 

moves. Most of the workforce is migratory and politics in the state government is not very 

supportive of the industry, but it is a cash cow. 

• MoU being arranged between the state government and Japan about Japanese investment 

and technical input for the upgrade of yards – very high investment would make the 

industry not viable. 

• Rolling mills drive the demand for breaking, not the supply of ships. When a slump occurs 

in the building industry, shipbreaking activity is low. Integration between breaking and 

rolling means that fortunes of one smooth out losses in the other.  

• A proposed law on improved standards for rebar would have killed the industry at Alang if 

enacted, following earthquakes and collapse of buildings through poor rebar. Ship steel not 

of consistent quality and Alang steel now only goes to low rise housing where steel quality 

not critical – not used in high rises. (The rebar produced by re-rolling is of a quality 

inferior to that produced by smelting of new steel - MG). This situation arises from market 

forces, and not from regulation.  

• India’s control of its own regulations is improving, but still not good. When employment 

goes up, the environment suffers. 



• The shipbreaking industry is most profitable in Bangladesh and least profitable in Pakistan. 

Bangladesh has oligopoly market – a few families control the industry (and several other 

industries as well) and corner the market. Pak has lots of illegal scrap imports which 

compete against shipbreaking. 

• The consultant’s view – liability for hazmats should be shared between breakers and 

owners.  Inventory of hazmats – there is a problem of original documentation from 

shipbuilders no longer in business. Much work on hazmats e.g. POP in paint still needs to 

be done in India – this could be done jointly between the breakers and the owners. 

• In ship chartering, both owners and charterers make profits – this could be same in 

shipbreaking – a question of ability or capacity to bear burden. 

• 3 active banks finance the industry. – the State Bank of India, the Indian Overseas Bank, 

and the Cooperative Bank. Credit terms are attractive to the shipbreaking industry. 

• Breakers not able to view and inspect ships before purchase, but rely upon their association 

with brokers. All that is available is a set of figures. 

 

 

 

INTERVIEW  4.  - with legal adviser to a large international cash buyer and 

representative for the Green Ship Recycling Association (association of cash buyers, 

brokers, lawyers etc.)   Held at Ahmedabad, India,  24 Feb 2010 

 

This interview consisted largely of the interviewee giving an assessment of the processes 

involved in procuring and accepting ships for scrap at Alang from cash buyers. 

 

• The processing of a ship on arrival and the procedures of various environmental and 

regulatory agencies after beaching are defined in the Indian Supreme Court judgement 

2007. Once a ship arrives, the process of the various environmental and regulatory 

agencies begins after beaching. 

• All documents relating to a ship must be submitted prior to permission to anchor is 

granted. Customs board the ship whilst at anchor off shore in order to check stores, crew 

etc. Agents then contact the Gujarat Pollution Control Dept (GPCD) to inspect.  



• Indian law on hazmats relates only to cargo. Federal law is re-enacted by each state. 

• If asbestos is found on board, the particular cash buyer has an ISO expert who marks 

possible areas of hazmats. These signs also help Customs, the Pollution Board and 

recyclers. Whilst the ISO man is marking areas of the ship, the master cutter is also making 

notes. (Pictures subsequently seen of identified parts identified as containing asbestos 

were, although wrapped, in parts of the engine room now exposed to the atmosphere – 

MG). 

• The Explosives Dept is the third agency to board – ships must be gas free for man entry 

and hot work. If explosions subsequently occur, the explosives expert is fired immediately 

– this is common to all yards. 

• The next agency to inspect is the Atomic Energy Research Board (AERB), checking for 

traces of any previous radioactive cargo. Nuclear ships are pre-cleaned by the respective 

navies (although few warships arrive at Alang). 

• After these inspections are completed and the ship has the necessary certificates, the ship 

may then be ready for beaching. The inspection usually takes 7-12 days (4 agencies x3 

days). (Although the process followed may be as per the SC judgement 2007, it is the 

inspections themselves and the contents of the reports that are questionable - MG). 

• A final desk review is made for payments and issuance of a letter of credit, which signals 

the start of bank payments and is the green light for beaching, therefore a total of c. 15 

days is required, working back from the date of an appropriate high tide. (The number of 

suitable tides for beaching may be limited to just 2 or 3 per month - MG). 

• Brokers sit between the owners and the cash buyers and 99% of ships are bought from cash 

buyers by the breakers. Cash buyers pay cash to the owners, breaker has 180 days credit 

with bank. Cash buyers can get low credit which the breakers cannot. The cash buyer 

renames, reflags and insures the ship and employs a crew for delivery. Once the bank has 

given the signal, the ship and its certificates go to the breakers, and the bank’s cash to the 

cash buyer. 

• Breakers are now submitting breaking plans to owners (especially to Norwegian owners). 

Some breakers now produce presentations to former owners. The cash buyers are the 

drivers of good standards, since owners need to be satisfied as to the state of the yards. It is 



important for a cash buyer to have a customer ready to purchase a large and very expensive 

asset.  Cash buyers now do a lot of business with China. 

• 100 yards at Alang have a certification to ISO 9001, 14001 and 18,000. 4 yards also have 

ISO 30003. BVQI issues the ISO 30003 certificates, RINA issues all the others. (Note only 

2 bodies across all yards!! Others with direct knowledge of the industrycategorise these 

certificates as paper exercises only - MG).  

• India has the expertise for the more complex ships – reefers, gas ships, passenger ships 

etc., whilst Pakistan and Bangladesh only wants tankers and bulkers, which are easier and 

faster to break. 

• The Supreme Ct judgement of 2007 almost mirrors the HKC and India’s signature looks to 

be almost a formality. Once India and Bangladesh sign the Convention, this will meet 

much of the requirements. 

• The Gujarat Environment Protection & Infrastructure Ltd. (GEPIL) is the state agency for 

recycling hazmats at Alang. Yards have a contract with GEPIL who move the waste with 

special trucks to special landfill sites. 

• States reflect Federal organization with respect to law enforcement. If here is a conflict 

between State and Federal, Federal prevails. 

• Re the HKC – owners can be taken to include limited time owners ie cash buyers. The 

apparently complex paper system for final approval should speed up very quickly. 

•  

The interviewee offered to arrange a visit to Alang to meet 4+ breakers, take pictures, talk 

to workers and even get on board (the latter offer not likely to be taken up). Unfortunately, 

this offer did not materialise when sought. 

 

 

 

 

INTERVIEW 5. – with a representative of the Shipping and the Environment Policy 

Division, Department for Transport. London, 22 June 2010.  

This interviewee was involved with the development of the HKC 

 



• The interviewee works closely with Defra and the MCA (The MCA is an agency of the 

DfT). 

• Waste policy– DEFRA has policy lead, especially with Basel negotiations and lead in 

domestic application of national law implementation of EU waste transhipment (including 

BAN, which is not in force internationally). 

• Within the IMO, DEFRA has a role as part of UK delegation but led by the DfT, 

particularly by the UK’s Permanent Representative to the IMO (PRIMO), assisted by the 

international liaison branch of MCA. The DfT head lead is based at MCA, Spring Place 

Southampton.   

• Interviewee’s branch is policy and environmental branch of the Shipping Policy Division, 

but split with the environmental policy branch of the MCA – borders between the two are 

blurred – sometimes the lead is with the DfT but they may need technical assistance from 

the MCA. Where subjects are very technical, the lead will come from the MCA. 

• On ship recycling, there is a joint lead with MCA. 

• At the IMO, Shipping Policy (DfT) and MCA represent the UK in tandem, assisted by 

DEFRA. 

• HKC now needs 6 sets of guidelines and DfT/MCA/DEFRA need to ensure that they are 

suitable and easily and effectively implementable and with regard to UK interests. 

• Re export of EU ships being illegal to all but OECD countries – their export is not correct 

in the letter of the law but is in the spirit of the law. A shipowner knows that if a ship was 

declared as being destined for scrap, then it would be stopped, therefore ships leave a UK 

port on passage for a stated port of destination and are sold in transit to broker – law then 

not broken, but spirit of the law is infringed and this is undesirable.  

• We need an acceptance of Basel in the HKC in terms of equivalence then shipping can be 

released for scrap – we do not need both, that would be a nightmare. 

• Re the Margaret Hill – she left the UK lawfully for conversion, but the situation 

changed!!? (I don’t really think so - MG.) Was there any reaction from the EA about the 

embarrassment caused by what was apparently simple deceit?  I have to think about what 

is in my remit to tell you, but you will have to speak to the EA, however on a factual point, 

the EA person at the meeting yesterday gave us to understand that he in turn was given to 

understand by people involved in the deal that it was a genuine deal in Dubai which 



actually fell through and it was not a case of the EA having the wool pulled over their eyes, 

it was a legitimate voyage to Dubai but circumstances changed after it had arrived in 

Dubai. You might wish to go back to your contact in the EA. I believe they saw proper 

legal documentation.  

• IMO’s tripartite working group (IMO/ILO/BC) was a first positive step but originally 

much dispute. It is now generally accepted that a navigable ship can also be waste at the 

same time. The HKC needs an equivalent outcome – polarisation is now at sections where 

there is still no agreement. – this was demonstrated painfully at this year’s open-ended BC 

meeting at Geneva. Equivalence is the main stumbling block. 

• Re voluntary guidelines – guidelines are usually not ready when conventions are launched. 

It is always annoying when guidelines are not ready with the main convention. HKC 

facility guidelines may be ready for MEPC61 Sept 2010 or 62. There is an extended 

timetable for guidelines, the last are expected to be adopted 6/2012.States are unlikely to 

sign the convention until all aspects have been agreed – it’s a judgement call. Progress has 

now been made on the situation where there were 3 sets of guidelines from IMO/ILO/BC. 

Guidelines should be informative, accessible, helpful. 

• International instruments are not necessarily perfect, but we need a first step as per 

Annex 6 of MARPOL which addressed emissions to air – the initial limits were easy to 

achieve and were then tightened up quickly. The difficulty was in getting any sort of 

Annex 6 approved at the outset. 

• Re the facility guidelines – I know what is involved in installing and running ISO14001, 

which is what the American draft seems to be and I don’t really see it happening on the 

beaches of Alang or Chittagong.  There is a problem with IMO conventions in that states 

may choose to ratify international instruments, but then choose not to enforce them. This is 

the reason why port state control has developed as it has, since some flag states were 

simply not standing up to their agreed responsibilities. There is a question of national 

sovereignty and the worst that can happen if a state does not meet its agreed obligations, 

the worst that can happen is that they are reported to the IMO – but there are no penalties 

or sanctions, unlike the EU where there are formal sanctions. Not even naming and 

shaming in the IMO. 



• Re the use of the term recycling – I use the term shipbreaking deliberately since the 

recycling aspect which follows the demolition is a separate activity carried on at a quite 

separate place and is not covered by the convention at all? The language is political, 

theological. Historically, the IMO describes the process as ship recycling. The IMO is 

trying to promote what is being done as a constructive and productive activity and I accept 

that at the location where the ship is physically taken apart, that is not the location where 

the steel is made into something else, but the overall process is a recycling process and the 

breaking process is merely the start of it and what is produced is then taken elsewhere to a 

place where something positive and useful and valuable is done with it. Ship breaking is a 

very emotive term. 

• Q.  How are shipbreaking facilities to develop when the HKC contains no provisions for 

funding? DfT expectations are that when there are facilities in third world countries which 

are compliant with the high standards of the convention, there will be reputational 

pressures on better sort of shipowner to send his ships to countries and facilities which are 

compliant. Those facilities will have the incentive to get themselves compliant and pull 

themselves up by their bootstraps because the better sort of shipowner will be more likely 

to send his ship there. Funding in advance for these facilities not anticipated or desired, not 

desired by the IMO. I am sure this was debated at Hong Kong but my expectation is that 

the feeling at HK was what is to prevent sites from taking the money and then not doing 

anything. Facilities should recognise that by making the effort to bring itself up, a facility 

will then attract a better sort of shipowner. (This is something of a circular argument – 

facilities with the means for improvements will attract ships to give them the means? - 

MG). 

• The other aspect of this was that one can put in all sorts of guidelines, reputational 

pressure to follow them, but having ships accompanied by extensive hazmats inventories, 

how effective will that be since breakers have a good knowledge of what hazards are where 

– a detailed inventory per se does not really go any distance towards the actual safe 

removal of that hazard – does it actually add much incentive to safe removal, which is 

really the bottom line of the convention? Does it actually give the yards much incentive for 

a safe removal? Where is it going to come from? 



• This is a technical question that I cannot help you much on, but more info has to be better 

than less info. Is there not an article whereby the facility has to act responsibly and if there 

is notice that the ship is full of asbestos, then the breaker has a duty to provide the correct 

clothing and procedures etc.? 

• But there are instances where there are e.g. edicts from the Supreme Court of what 

inspections have to be made, and those inspections are duly made, but the court cannot 

determine what the reports shall say and some of the legal interpretations are quite 

extraordinary. 

 There are many better companies who will send their ships to the better yards but there 

will always be some who send them to the substandard yards The yards will need to get 

their acts together –some of these countries have bureaucrats who are bribeable and do not 

enforce law. One country has a national judiciary that goes one way and a state that goes 

another way. 

Problem is that some states are very good at preserving anonymity and the sub standard 

yards represent a partnership that will go on for some time. The states standards and 

inspections are their own business – it’s their national sovereignty. 

• Is the Dept involved in promoting or developing the demolition of ships by granting 

breakers licences within the UK? Promoting is not the word – it is good that there are high 

standard facilities in the EU so that ships do not have to go far away where standards are 

not high enough. - see DEFRA report on ship recycling strategy.  DEFRA would like to 

see it followed by commercial ships, but this is not mandatory – it is essentially a strategy 

for government-owned ships 

• The HMS Intrepid was broken at the Leavesley facilities, Canada Dry Dock on 

Merseyside? The number of facilities that can do ship recycling in the UK is increasing and 

that is good (although subsequently a number of RN ships were broken up at Ghent and 

Aliaga – so was this just tokenism?? - MG). 

• Do pay some attention to Turkey when talking of shipbreaking sites – they have made 

some quite remarkable advances, tending to use dry slipways – but they are not quite as 

good as the best sites in China, (probably thanks to organisations like Maersk - MG) but 

far, far better than the beaches of S Asia. The Turks are not very high tech, but they have 

got facilities and procedures for dealing with asbestos, they have got spaces.  



• It’s a very necessary industry – shipowners need to find someone who can dispose of them 

properly, or they are just scuttled and dumped on the seabed. It’s a very good idea to send 

ships to recyclers where productive use can be made of bits of the ship but it has to be done 

in a way that is kind to the environment and to the people who are actually carrying out the 

work and this is classically not the case in S Asia 

• Re DEFRA contact – unlikely to find anyone with the time currently.  

 

 

 

INTERVIEW 6.  with a representative of the International Chamber of Shipping. 

Held at ICS London, 29.6.2010 

 

• Q. How do owners get rid of redundant ships?  Sell directly to recycler when scrap value is 

greater than trading benefits – especially with larger ship owners or more commonly – thro 

cash buyer – benefit here for owners of few ships, therefore unfamiliar with scrap industry 

and need to know best buyers. Also requests for Letters of Credit and transfer of money. 

• Shipowners usually go through a broker – Clarksons probably the best. 

• Non-HKC owner to use non-party breaker? – Convention does not apply. Party owner 

using non-party breaker – HKC will apply. 

• Strength of HKC – pool of recycling states v small, only needs a couple of recycling 

states to bring HKC to play. 

• Breakers against HKC?  Noises from the industry confusing whilst states say they will 

sign. Industry not so far involved in process directly and need convincing. Shock of the 

new. 

• Problem of liens on ships with India. Maritime lien = claim on ship thro its life even after 

change of flag and owner. Test case in India – once purchased for scrap, ship no longer a 

ship – a few years ago. 

• Q. How will HKC work if based on voluntary guidelines?   States should follow to best of 

ability – usually first resort for any state looking to implement HKC.  There will be a 

degree of interpretation but Convention is explicit in what is expected and that is much 

better than today. 



• Not the Convention’s place to determine how the yards get to where they need to go – 

how they get there is their matter ....  and assistance a matter for the Tech Div of IMO. 

Turkey reacted very well through their own money and the recycling industry has to make 

its own way. 

• ISO30000 = a how-to standard. 

• In demolition, things not necessarily done sequentially and controlled – hence explosions 

and spills 

• Disconnect between industry and environment should not occur. Owners should provide 

inventory and drawings + ship recycling plan.  Most of the inventory is predictable and 

breaker needs to know exactly what is present as they have cash value. Change in 

inventory   and price drop after contract renegotiation – unsure how to get through this. 

Stamp of flag state should be guarantee, but not sure how this will work. 

• Reflagging not done by seller. Better is a system that does not help cloak and dagger 

approach. WSR forces one to behave in a manner that is not open.  

• Convention could happen very quickly if India and China agree, otherwise up to flag 

states to push. 5-10 years to enter into force. 2 European states signed so far – France and 

Netherlands. 

• Big question for owner – how quickly can you sell a ship. Liabilities for cash buyers have 

not been challenged and certainly as seen under Convention. Role of cash buyer may 

broaden – if they accept cash liabilities now then they will need to take other liabilities 

e.g. getting necessary documentation, gas-free certificates etc. Will cash buyers be the 

enforcers? This is a possibility.  

 

 

 

  

INTERVIEW 7.  with adviser to British Government on Basel and HKC. Held at 

British Library, 17 January 2011.  This interviewee was former DEFRA official. 

 



• The HKC would not have arisen if the s/b countries had followed the general scope of the 

IMO guidelines.  Its activities were brought to the notice of the Basel Convention and 

hence to the IMO by the work of the NGOs in examining working conditions at the yards. 

• There is no reference to waste in the HKC-  (c/f to the Margaret Hill stop notice, which 

refers to waste only –MG). 

• The main point of the BC was H&S and not shipping or even environment 

Implementation is a sovereign matter even after becoming a Party to the convention. 

Ratification implies that a country is able to comply with all the requirements of the 

convention. Success of the HKC will depend on how it is interpreted even after passing 

into national law. Still some countries that claim they do not have the resources to 

implement BC fully. 

• Q. Equivalence – is there more in the HKC on environmental protection?  BC is a much 

earlier MEA (multilateral environmental agreement) with some basic requirements with 

much dependency on earlier guidelines and a hope that people will do the right thing. The 

problem behind any MEA is implementation and (assuming entry into force) 

resources – chart correlation between access to funding and effectiveness. 

• Basel is a poor convention – affords no access to useful funding, unlike Stockholm 

Convention and Montreal Protocol (and HKC! – MG) which set up Global Environmental 

Fund (GEF) for elimination of accumulated stocks etc. Unlike most UN conventions which 

are issued in 5 languages, the BC was only in English, requiring translators at meetings – 

comment from one Australian source – why are we spending $600k on interpreters on 

talking about how to spend small budget of $2-3m/y allocated between all COPs?    Where 

do resources for BC come from?  

• Also, no funding in IMO conventions, including HKC – pay costs yourself and recoup 

through various charges. 

• World Bank Study on setting up funding for infrastructure for shipbreaking to raise 

standards.  milen.dyougerov@worldbank.org  (proj mgr) 

• UNEP states compliance and implementation thro regulation and enforcement of MEAs -  

negotiated text.  See Nairobi discussions. 

mailto:milen.dyougerov@worldbank.org


• Question of funding HKC – business as usual for owners and breakers? (Two interviewees 

so far thought that any funding raised should go to owners to encourage them to use 

authorised breaker – MG). 

• What causes obligations that can be enforced at operational level? EU has sanctions and 

fines i.e. infraction procedure, but this is not common. Run by EU Commission, and done 

regularly, but this not always been the case.  Environmental issues often sidelined by trade 

matters. IMO has no police force but relies on states and observations of their obligations. 

• Question of national interpretation of voluntary guidelines in HKC – this is where 

equivalence is not the same as BC.  

• As a ship is part of a state, is the master obliged to fulfil the demands of the BC? How far 

does national legislation apply to operation of ships? One view point is that if a ship is 

effectively part of its flag state, should the master be responsible for raising all the 

export documentation rather than the port state of export i.e. the flag state is the 

export state? What is it that allows a ship to ignore land based legislation? BC does not 

refer to flag and port states nor does it mention ships. 

• Ownership and liability passed to cash buyers, even if only for hours? Argument has been 

that this is impractical, but who has liability otherwise?? 

• Side-by-side comparison of HKC and BC might show that there is more specific 

environmental control within HKC, especially in annex.  

• ISRA. Question of practicalities? Maersk men set it up. P&O maintained their ships well 

throughout their life with no flag jumping. Costs $10-20/t to scrap ships the 

environmentally sound Maersk way. Compare this cost with the regular rise and fall of 

scrap prices and cost of green scrapping may not be such a barrier. We know in advance 

the future value of a car depends on its marquee age, mileage etc. If the cost of 

environmentally sound ship breaking reduces the value of ships to the final owner should 

this cost effectively be passed up the chain? This internalised costing does not happen 

often (if ever). 

• Entry of HKC into force very complex – devised by Japan. If recycling states do not join, 

HKC will not happen. Very difficult conditions, especially 1.3, 1.4.5 – rolling requirement 

depends on point of entry into force of HKC  i.e. there is a temporal element to coming into 

force. Are these requirements a barrier, especially to s/b states 



• Occurrences of Japan wanting to establish s/b in other states – leave the mess there and 

import the steel scrap. Pipavav cost $60m and funded by Japan. Difficult to attract ships 

at economic price in face of Alang, so turned into a ship repair operation. Japan asked for 

its money back. 

• Q. If I decide to replace my ship in two years time, does this immediately make the current 

ship scrap?  Protowaste?? This is over-enthusiastic interpretation of waste in terms of 

point of intention to discard and lots of ECJ cases. New Waste Framework Directive will 

have to reopen this in terms of reuse of waste and recycling/recovery of waste. Practical 

application of intention to discard is not necessary when decision made but when it is 

being actively exercised - evidence necessary. 

• Waste v ship – we can declare something to be waste, but others may find use for it   

Rylands v Fletcher classic case before current law. 

• America has code for end-of-life ships emptied of cargo and hazmats in Green List on end 

of life materials. Not on a Green List means it could require Prior Informed Consent – 

better to put it on UECD Green List as exempt. Process of continual review of categories. 

OECD work on status of by-prods. Green list an attempt to identify items not already under 

control. Many grey areas of waste. Many items not covered in Basel. Annexes 8&9 

developed later by Basel. What does a Green List ship look like? 

• EU has implemented the Basel Ban – cannot export a ship unless it is a green ship – never 

tested 

• Flag state basically the exporter? Or is it port state? No case law. This would be the 

defining thing. 

 

  

 

 

INTERVIEW 8  with representatives of cruise ships operator. Held at Southampton, 

30 June 2011 

 

• Operates part of a larger international fleet. Smaller ships = higher passenger costs = 

higher prices = going to more remote or exotic places where big ships cannot go. 



• Q. How does the company determine when a ship is obsolete?  This is a Corporate 

decision. Consider new builds and margins. Some older tonnage may be moved to other 

markets e.g. Australia where younger holiday market. Does each market want a modern 

ship or will they tolerate an older vessel? End- of-life depends on costs of maintaining to a 

standard. 

• Fly cruise became very expensive – be on ship or go to the sun quickly. Not many 

scrapped after SOLAS. The company has never scrapped a ship – older ships are 

refurbished and usually passed on to other members of the group. 3 ships in the corporate 

fleet that might go to scrap if no buyers. Usually work through brokers. 

• EU not expected to give up (its incorporation of Basel) easily but to gold plate HKC 

• Q. Do the ships have an IHM? Not all ships – starting on new builds. Build contracts 

prohibit hazmats. Hazmats may be found in gaskets and then in fittings. IHM necessary for 

new ships and then for existing ships after 5y – big job to produce IHMs for older ships. 

Cruise ships can have all sorts of people around the world working on them. How to deal 

with lead in solder? 

• Precleaning – to what level? Ships sinking en route to breakers after last voyage. 

• Q. Will selling e-o-l ships change under HKC?  Industry will have a strategy, but don’t 

know what it will be. List of materials already developed – down to superintendent to 

ensure it is observed, especially through refits.  

• At this company, ISO14001 down to operation of ships, not shore operations. Excludes 

office buildings, but not management. 

• Lots of product recycling for all ships but depends on port facilities.  

• Lloyds regarded as experts and must be involved in HKC. 

 

 

INTERVIEW 9  with representative of a ship recycling facilitator. Held at 

Rotterdam, 2.5.2012 

 

• Q. Ship owner should include cash buyer, who may own ship for just a v short time? Cash 

buyers were deliberately not referred to in HKC as they are not distinct from other owners. 



• Q. What prompted the rise of environmentally responsible shipbreaking?   2 things 

happened: 

o NGOs and FoE looked at beaching in sub-continent and were appalled. Norway 

subsequently put the issue on the IMO agenda. 

o  P&O Nedlloyd had large fleet to be phased out and scrapped (not to go to other users). 

CSR led to looking for alternatives and breaking up alongside in China was more welcome. 

• ILO and IMO guidelines + ships added to Basel, but none were enforceable and nothing 

much happened until 2009.  BAN amendment not yet in force – only in WSR. 

• In Netherlands Sandrien was not allowed to leave because of hazmats and WSR. Otapan 

asbestos to be removed first – Turkey could have coped, but it became a political issue. 

Drew attention of Sweden, France and China. France had stricter laws on asbestos and US 

had strict laws on PCBs (but neither seemed to have much effect on exports of these ships – 

MG) 

• Able UK – FoE disagreed with FoE worldwide. Ghost ships changed politics in US. 

MARAD visited facilitator at work in China to see if they could be used to dispose of US 

ships, but not possible because of China’s involvement. 

• V powerful families in India and Bangladesh – also involved with building, mining etc. 

Bangladesh the worst.  India. Pakistan and Bangladesh can use steel directly from ships for 

building – steel cut to strips and simply twisted for low quality rebar  high risk. Steel has 

been stressed for many years at sea.  India claims this energy saving as environmental 

saving. Steel in China and Turkey has to be re-melted to form new steel. 

• Having an environmental policy not the same as implementing a policy. 

• In the sub-continent, pressure from the courts rather than from the government and 

pressure on courts from NGOs.  In China and Turkey, pressure from government. 

(but ref to Sea Beirut re Turkey – pressure from NGOs). 

• How to operate HKC is in the Regulations, not the Articles. Regulations changed by IMO 

majority. Change of Articles needs new convention. 

• Shipowner = any owner, including cash buyers. 

• New EU ad hoc Regulation – suggested model = end of life vehicles - thus is Regional 

producer responsibility law. Ships are international and no producer responsibility apart 

from original development of IHM.  



• Use existing law on asbestos. Netherlands and Australia require legal proof of asbestos 

removal but 100% proof not available. Shipping will move to Producer Responsibility 

Obligation for 4 commodities – asbestos, PCBs, TBT and ODS. Others have to be dealt 

with, but who is legally responsible owner? Answer = the shipowner – he has bought 

materials and placed them on board – he is waste generator (not waste when it is in use). 

Owner has to identify it and s/b has to show that he can handle it. 

• If SRF makes a mess, owner can blame him. If IHM is wrong, claim can be made against 

owner and this shows liability. EU goes further and wants legal proof of waste 

management, IMO just want contracts in place but not necessarily followed – IMO stops 

at the gate of the recycler. China says it is China’s business. In between position – 

provide transfer notes for waste movements to disposal facility (although this is not proof 

of proper disposal). China has bought the ship, so is finally responsible. 

• China has a strong pyramid structure of Beijing, provinces, cities. Changes ordered 

at top  immediate change at bottom. Environmental responsibility moved from 

bottom in hierarchy of Ministries to near top. CEPA? =  

• Contracts are between owners and SRF but facilitator has contract to act on behalf of 

owner, and also contract with yards for access to s/b yards and authority to stop work. 

Owner no longer owner but still has some control over demolition. – reverse of situation 

with shipbuilding where builder is still the owner until the ship is formally handed over. 

• This is now third way of ship disposal: 

o Sell directly to yard 

o Sell to cash buyer 

o Sell to yard but with arrangements and mgt through 3rd party – MG’s “facilitated ship 

disposal” Owner no longer owner, but still requires proof of disposal and methods. 

• ISO30000  in almost every yard in  China – marketing tool only. Rheinland TUV 1 

inspector covered 56 s/b yards in 30 days.   14001 approved by Chinese Standards 

Bureau in China. Facilitator pushing for external LR/GL audits based on S2C practices 

rather than ISO. Turkey allows Lloyds Reg and Germ Lloyd so 14001 means more there. 

• Precleaning is done at the s/b yard.     



• Precleaning – Japan proposed programme for India for dry dock and merging 6 facilities 

into 1 – all in just 300m of beach – still 9.5 km of beach left. Offered $22.5m but needs 

$750m more for the rest. This is a loan not a gift. Just a study (not expected back?) 

• In Bangladesh, river near Chittagong can be used for precleaning. 

• In China, some cutting can start while precleaning engine room. Facilitator produces 

photo file of all stages of stripping and demolition as proof of SRP + transport notes for 

waste = max legal proof avail without impacting on state sovereignty. SRP are ship 

specific in HKC. After years, fibreglass pulverises and becomes as dangerous as 

asbestos – but not on any hazardous list. 

• Facilitator’s co. founded a year ago but listing of ships scrapped goes back to 2001  ie to 

Nedlloyd days (done by TPB). Whilst in Maersk, first request came from another owner. 

• Maersk ships fly Liberian or US flag. Need to be in EU waters for WSR to be 

effective. New EU Regulation for EU flagged ships only so ships under non-EU flags can 

enter R’dam without  WSR in force??? What about Sandrien??? Existing EU regs apply to 

all flags. 

• Penultimate owner (i.e. prior to shipbreaker) should be ship owner. Interviewee believes 

that new EU Reg should refer to penultimate ownerS – if a ship sold 3 times in 1 day this is 

avoidance and all should be penalised. Strict legislation in many countries of similar 

dealings with regard to property. 

• Japan test in Hokkaido2010 – test to see how can it input hazmat matl list into IMO? 

Facilitator invited Japanese to their yard to see how they operated and broke a car carrier in 

8 weeks whilst the Japanese took 9 months. 

• Setting up schemes overseas to send steel back to Japan has not been done. Breaker has 

ownership of steel. Especially in sub-continent, owners cannot retain ownership whilst ship 

being broken. 

• Tor Anglia – only bilge water was sent back to Scandanavia - more expensive than treating 

it in China, where facilities were available on site. Any items that the owner wants should 

be on an exclusion list to remain responsibility of owner - therefore had to go through 

Basel export procedure to ship bilge water back. Chinese SRF might not be able to export 

haz waste unless it is listed as excluded from ship sale– SRF is owner unless otherwise 

defined.  Margaret Hill scrapped next door to Tor Anglia 



• New EU Regulation still a proposal. Nothing to stop fleets transferring flags knowing that 

new Regs coming. An EU flag flyer only has to sail out into international waters 

before making contract to scrap. 

• Parts II and III of IHM filled in on departure will have changed on arrival – not a problem 

since these quantities are approximates. But still cannot stop breakers reading details if 

economics suddenly get difficult. 

• HKC coming into force Art 17.2 40% is high  Requires Panama and another     Art 17.3 

China will sign (if only to save face as Convention is Hong Kong Convention) 35 also 

requires India or Bangladesh  None of the text can now be changed before in force Non-

compliant s/b capacity determines whether HKC comes into force. 

• IMO using HKC to legalise existing practices. If that happens, Regulation 15 is irrelevant 

as section 1 regarding design and construction etc. cannot be applied to a beach. 

• India beach looks clean as it is swept by a twice daily tsunami and heavy metals swept 

down coast 10km to coral reefs. 10kg mercury on a ship?  Signs in English and just for 

outsiders. 

• Once HKC in force then it can be changed. 

 



 


